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One of T.A. BarronÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most thrilling adventures yet, featuring a new and unforgettable

character in his earliest years.In the years after Fincayra disappears and Merlin has been sent

wandering, a young lizard-like creature, with the wings of a bat and the magical power to produce

any smell it encounters, is born into the new world of Avalon. The unlikely heroÃ¢â‚¬â€•Basil, he is

calledÃ¢â‚¬â€•cannot find a single creature like itself nor a person who can tell him what he is. But it

is clear that Basil is much more than he seems when he stumbles into an encounter with the great

Merlin, saving his childÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s life, then uncovers a secret plot by the evil Rhita Gawr.

ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a race against time and across Avalon as Basil, with the help of the faithful wind sister

Ailah, searches for the great wizard to warn him.
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T.A. Barron is the award-winning author of fantasy novels such as The Lost Years of Merlin

epicÃ¢â‚¬â€•soon to be a major motion picture. He serves on a variety of environmental and

educational boards including The Nature Conservancy and The Land and Water Fund of the

Rockies, and is the founder of a national award for heroic children. Following a life-changing



decision to leave a successful business career to write full-time in 1990, Barron has written

seventeen books, but is happiest when on the mountain trails with his wife, Currie, and their five

children.

This series is not just for kids.....or it is for the kid still living in adults. These books have changed my

life. TA Barron is an amazing story teller and clearly has real esoteric knowledge that he is weaving

into his tale of Merlin. These books will kindle the flames of imagination and wonder for the magic

that lives in this world and is born out of our hearts. Do yourself a favor and enjoy them!

A journey for a paticular fellow, to find his roots and who he is. That sounds alot like Merlin.

Great, Thanks!

very good

I did not finish the book to be honest, not because it was bad but its because it did not talk about

merlin, Barron mentioned merlin once or twice, new characters emerged and merlin is gone so am

confused and disappointed but overall thanks Barron, great five books.

I bought these books for my grandson. He read and enjoyed them.

I have recommended this book and the rest in the series to others. As for this book it was confusing

at first since the rest had been specifically about Merlin. Once into the book and closer to the end

things began to make sense.

The book was not up to his style, though it explain characters that Bridge the gap between the

Merlin Series and the The Tree of Avalon Series. I love his whole series.
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